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ABSTRACT
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a promising technique for high data rate communications in
future cellular systems. Since frequency resources are universally reused in every cell in a system, a typical OFDMA system
tries to maximize the spectral efﬁciency. Users located near the cell-edge tend to have the weakest signal strength. So they
might experience severe inter-cell interferences (ICIs). In this paper, we propose a sequential frequency reuse (SqFR) that
reduces ICIs by a sequential sub-channel allocation. By giving more power to sub-carriers allocated to cell-edge users, our
SqFR signiﬁcantly enhances the performance of cell-edge users. The performance of the proposed SqFR is investigated via
the analysis and simulations. Simulation results show that proposed SqFR improves the performance of cell-edge users in
an OFDMA system under both homogeneous and heterogeneous trafﬁc conditions. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
has come into the spotlight for the broadband wireless
multiple access technology in the next generation cellular
systems, e.g., Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) [1] and 3GPP Long Term Evolution
(LTE) [2]. Since OFDMA is a multi-user version of
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), it
has advantages to cope with various channel conditions,
e.g., narrowband interference, and frequency-selective fading due to multipath. In OFDMA systems high-rate serial
data streams are divided into several parallel low-rate data
streams one for each sub-channel (carrier), and the closelyspaced orthogonal sub-carriers simultaneously carry data.
The low symbol rate makes the use of a guard interval between symbols affordable, being able to handle
time-spreading and eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI)
[3,4].
In OFDMA systems the spectral efﬁciency can be
increased by adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [5].
AMC provides the adaptability to match the modulationcoding scheme with the received signal quality, e.g.,
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). In a system
with AMC, users close to the base station (BS) are generCopyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

ally assigned higher order modulation scheme with higher
code rates, but the modulation order and code rate tend to
decrease when users are located at the cell-edge area.
Since typical OFDMA systems have frequency reuse factor (FRF) of 1, i.e., a whole frequency bandwidth is reused in
every cell of a system, users near the cell-edge might experience inter-cell interference (ICI). To overcome the ICI
problem, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) has been introduced [6]. As depicted in Figure 1, FFR divides the whole
frequency bandwidth into two reserved parts: cell-edge
bandwidth, and cell-center bandwidth for cell-edge users
and cell-center users, respectively. The cell-center bandwidth is reused in every cell while the cell-edge bandwidth
is partially reused. The ratio of the cell-center bandwidth to
the whole frequency bandwidth determines the amount of
the cell-center bandwidth. By assigning orthogonal celledge bandwidth to each of cells, FFR can increase the
performance of cell-edge users. Furthermore, the adaptive
sub-carrier allocation can enhance the performance of celledge users [7,8].
In References [9--11], FFR for Mobile WiMAX is considered, which suggests time division of the available total
bandwidth with different FRFs, i.e., cell-edge bandwidth
with FRF of 3 and cell-center bandwidth with FRF of
1. So, downlink subframe is split into two parts: one for
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of the total cell capacity in OFDMA systems. Since each
cell has FRF of 1 in our SqFR, each cell can use the whole
frequency spectrum in a system. In SqFR, all sub-carriers
are indexed from 0 to Nsubc −1, where Nsubc is the number
of total sub-carriers in a system. When a system has M cell
patterns, sub-carriers are partitioned into M sub-channel sets
as follows:
Fig. 1. An example of the typical FFR.

Fi = {fk |iα ≤ k ≤ (i + 1)α−1},
cell-center users, and the other for cell-edge users. While the
whole frequency bandwidth can be assigned to cell-center
users during the ﬁrst part of the subframe, only a fraction
of the bandwidth is assigned to cell-edge users during the
second part of the subframe, which may not fully utilize the
bandwidth. In References [12] and [13], the client-centric
FFR based on user cooperation has been proposed. In this
decentralized FFR, users at the cell-edge in a system have
cooperative connectivity among nearby users to sense their
environments and exchange their channel quality indicator
(CQI) with the objective of ﬁnding viable sub-channel
allocations. Since the interference mitigation is performed
through cell-edge users rather than through the coordination
among BSs, mobile stations might face power-consumption
problem. In Reference [14], an analysis of the theoretical
capacity of an OFDMA cellular system in a multi-cell
environment has been introduced. It calculates SINR of a
user with a given trafﬁc load of a cell. In OFDMA, however,
one or more sub-carriers can be allocated independently to
a user. So SINR needs to be calculated for a sub-carrier.
In this paper, we focus on the frequency partitioning
mechanism and interference mitigation method without
channel state information (CSI) and propose a sequential
frequency reuse (SqFR) with power control for OFDMA
systems. The proposed SqFR utilizes the whole frequency
bandwidth and can avoid serious ICIs from neighboring
cells by providing cell-speciﬁc sub-channel allocation to
each cell. In addition, by giving more power to sub-carriers
for cell-edge users, one can increase carrier-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (CINR) of cell-edge users. The organization
of the paper is as follows. The proposed SqFR is described
in Section 2. In Section 3, we analyze the total cell capacity
to evaluate the performance of the proposed SqFR. We simulate our proposed SqFR and verify the analysis in Section
4. Finally, we make a conclusion in Section 5.

2. PROPOSED SEQUENTIAL
FREQUENCY REUSE
In this section, we describe the proposed SqFR. We present
the frequency partitioning mechanism and the sub-channel
allocation policy of SqFR.
2.1. Frequency partitioning mechanism
We propose SqFR as an efﬁcient frequency reuse scheme to
increase the capacity of cell-edge users with little sacriﬁce

0 ≤ i ≤ M−1

(1)

where fk is the kth sub-carrier, Fi is the ith sub-channel
subc
set, and α =  NM
. The function x denotes the largest
integer which is less than or equal to x. Finally each subchannel set is further partitioned into M segments. So each
segment in the sub-channel set is described as
Si,j = {fk |iα + jβ ≤ k ≤ iα + (j + 1)β−1},
0 ≤ i ≤ M−1,

0 ≤ j ≤ M−1

(2)

where β =  Mα . These segments in the sub-channel sets are
i
i
grouped into two different classes, Cedge
and Ccenter
, which
are the set of sub-carriers that are allocated to cell-edge
users and cell-center users of type i, respectively,
i
Cedge
= {Si mod M,i , S(i+1) mod M,i , · · · ,

S(i+M−1) mod M,i },
i
Ccenter

i
= F −Cedge
,

0 ≤ i ≤ M−1,

(3)

where i mod M is modulo M operation on i, and the set
F is
F = {fk |0 ≤ k < Nsubc }

(4)

The ﬂoor functions in Equation (1) and Equation (2)
may result in some remaining sub-carriers. The remaining sub-carriers are assigned to cell-center users to utilize
all sub-carriers as in Equation (3). The transmission power
of a sub-carrier for cell-edge users is ωP0 , where ω is the
power ampliﬁcation factor (PAF) and P0 is the transmission
power of a sub-carrier for cell-center users. By giving more
power to the sub-carriers allocated to cell-edge users, we
can increase CINR to support the quality of service for celledge users. The number of available sub-carriers assigned
to cell-edge users is βM. As M increases, the number of subcarriers assigned to cell-edge users decreases. So M should
be carefully selected to accept sufﬁcient cell-edge users in
a system.

2.2. Sub-channel allocation policy
SqFR can avoid serious ICIs from neighboring cells by
cell-speciﬁc sub-channel allocation. Let Qi , 0 ≤ i ≤ M−1,
denote the sequence type of the sub-channel allocation. Subchannels of sequence type i are allocated to users by the
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Fig. 2. An example of SqFR with the size of sub-channel sets, M, of 3.

following speciﬁc order:

Qi =


Si mod M,i → S(i+1) mod M,i → · · ·

→ S
i

Si,j ∈Cedge
(i+M−1) mod M,i ,


 (Fi mod M −Si mod M,i ) →


(F(i+1) mod M −S(i+1) mod M,i ) → · · ·



→ (F(i+M−1) mod M −S(i+M−1) mod M,i )



 → SRS ,



Q2 =
(5)

i
Si,j ∈Ccenter

where SRS is the set of remaining sub-carriers.
Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed SqFR with
the size of sub-channel sets, M, of 3. The system has three
cell type and each cell type has the cell-speciﬁc sequential sub-channel allocation order. Each sub-channel set is
represented as F0 , F1 , and F2 . And each segment is also
represented as S0,0 , S0,1 , S0,2 , S1,0 , S1,1 , S1,2 , S2,0 , S2,1 , and
S2,2 . The arrow shows the order of the sub-channel allocation of each sequence type. From Equation (5), the ordering
of each sequence type in sub-channel allocation is



Q0 =


Q1 =

S0,0 → S1,0 → S2,0 ,
S0,1 → S0,2 → S1,1 → S1,2 → S2,1 → S2,2
→ SRS ,
S1,1 → S2,1 → S0,1 ,
S1,0 → S1,2 → S2,0 → S2,2 → S0,0 → S0,2
→ SRS ,

S2,2 → S0,2 → S1,2 ,
S2,0 → S2,1 → S0,0 → S0,1 → S1,0 → S1,1
→ SRS .

For type Q0 cell, when cell-edge users request resource,
sub-carriers in S0,0 are assigned preferentially to cell-edge
users ﬁrst. If all sub-carriers in S0,0 are assigned to celledge users, sub-carriers in S1,0 are allocated for incoming
requests. Then, sub-carriers in S2,0 begin to be allocated
to cell-edge users when all sub-carriers in S0,0 and S1,0
have been allocated to cell-edge users. When cell-center
users request resource, sub-carriers in S0,1 are preferentially
assigned to cell-center users and then if all sub-carriers
in S0,1 are assigned to cell-center users, sub-carriers in
S0,2 ,S1,1 ,S1,2 ,S2,1 , S2,2 , and the remaining sub-carriers are
sequentially allocated to cell-center users. For type Q1 and
Q2 cells, similar allocation policies are applied except the
order of allocation of segments. SqFR with M of 4, illustrated in Figure 3, is not much different from SqFR with
M of 3. The system with M of 4 has four cell types and
the number of segments is larger than that of SqFR with M
of 3. The frequency partitioning and the sub-channel allocation policy is almost the same as that of SqFR with M
of 3.

Fig. 3. An example of SqFR with the size of sub-channel sets, M, of 4.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3. ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the total cell capacity of a system
with homogeneous and heterogeneous trafﬁc.

where Acell is the area of a cell, Aedge and Acenter are the
area of cell-edge and cell-center regions, respectively, and
we use Shannon’s channel capacity to calculate the capacity.
The average capacity achieved by user u in cell a is, then,
given by

3.1. Capacity analysis on homogeneous
traffic

C̃a,u = nsubc · C̃a,u,k

Under homogeneous trafﬁc condition, we assume that every
cell has the identical trafﬁc distribution without small-scale
fading and shadowing effect. Let γa,u,k denote the instant
CINR of user u in cell a for the kth sub-carrier. CINR γa,u,k
is represented as
γa,u,k = 10

int )/10
(Ptx +Atx −Ppl (da,u )+Arx −Pa,u,k

(6)

where Ptx (dBm) is the transmission power, Atx and Arx (dB)
are the antenna gains of transmitter and receiver, respectively, Ppl (.) (dB) is the path loss between the transmitter
and the receiver, and da,u (m) is the distance between user
u in cell a and BS. When user u is in the cell-center region,
the transmission power of the kth sub-carrier is P0 . When
user u is in the cell-edge region, the transmission power is
ωP0 . The interference signal power of user u in cell a from
int
neighbor BSs for the kth sub-carrier, Pa,u,k
, is







int
= 10 log10 
Pa,u,k

ca,u,k,b · 10

int
Pa,u,k,b
/10

+ 10Nnoise /10 

int
b∈Ua,u

where nsubc is the number of sub-carriers per user. Finally,
the achievable capacity of cell a is given by
C̃a =

int
Pa,u,k,b

= Ptx + Atx −Ppl (da,u,b ) + Arx ,

(8)

where da,u,b is the distance between user u in cell a and the
neighbor BS b. The noise power Nnoise is
Nnoise = BW · Nthermal

(9)

where BW is the bandwidth of a sub-carrier, and Nthermal
(dBm/Hz) is the thermal noise density.
The average capacity achieved by user u in cell a for the
kth sub-carrier over the cell-area is given by
C̃a,u,k

1
=
·
Acell
+

1
·
Acell

BW · log2 (1 + γa,u,k )dA

Acenter

C̃a,u

(12)

where NMS is the number of users in cell a.
3.2. Capacity analysis on heterogeneous
traffic
Under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition, we assume that
trafﬁc loads of cells are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniform random variable. The trafﬁc load
is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of active users to the
number of total users in a cell. So the trafﬁc load of each cell
is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Then, the
interference indicator from Equation (7) is no more deterministic. The interference indicator, ca,u,k,b , is now modeled
by a Bernoulli random variable and is represented as



1,

ca,u,k,b =
0,

if BS b uses the same kth sub−carrier
as BS a
(13)
otherwise.

The probability mass function (pmf) of ca,u,k,b is given by
i
P[ca,u,k,b = 1] = pQ
a,u,k,b ,
i
P[ca,u,k,b = 0] = 1−pQ
a,u,k,b ,

(14)

i
where pQ
a,u,k,b is the probability that the kth sub-carrier allocated to user u in cell a is simultaneously used in the
neighbor BS b that has the sequence type Qi .
In order to calculate the interference signal power from
neighbor BSs, we consider every possible set of interfering
neighbor BSs. Hence, we deﬁne a universal set of interference indicator vectors for the kth sub-carrier, UC k , as

 k |C
 k = xa,u,k,1 , xa,u,k,2 , · · · , xa,u,k,b , · · ·
UC k = C



xa,u,k,NBS ,



xa,u,k,b ∈{0, 1} ,

(15)

 k is the interference indicator vector, and NBS is the
where C
 k is
number of total interfering BSs. The pmf of C

Aedge

BW · log2 (1 + γa,u,k )dA

NMS

u=1

(7)
int
where Ua,u
is the universal set of interfering BSs to user u in
cell a, and ca,u,k,b is the interference indicator that indicates
whether the kth sub-carrier allocated to user u in cell a is
simultaneously used in the neighbor cell b. So ca,u,k,b can be
either 1 or 0 and is deterministic if the trafﬁc loads of cells
are the same, i.e., homogeneous trafﬁc. The interference
signal power from the neighbor BS b to user u in cell a,
int
Pa,u,k,b
, is

(11)

 k = ck ] = P[ca,u,k,1 = xa,u,k,1 , ca,u,k,2 = xa,u,k,2 , · · · ,
P[C
(10)

ca,u,k,NBS = xa,u,k,NBS ]
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Similarly, when the kth sub-carrier is in segment Sy,1 ,
i
pQ
a,u,k,b is represented as

P[ca,u,k,b = xa,u,k,b ]

int
b∈Ua,u

=



i
pQ
a,u,k,b

int
b∈Ua,u
andca,u,k,b = 1



×

i
pQ
a,u,k,b
i
(1−pQ
a,u,k,b )

int
b∈Ua,u
andca,u,k,b

k−(3 · y + 1) · Nseg
τQi · NQi
−

6
nsubc
=
NQ i + 1

(21)

(16)
Q

0
, NQ0 , and τQ0 are
For pa,u,k,b

=0

i
We consider SqFR with M of 3 to ﬁnd pQ
a,u,k,b . We assume
that a target cell, which is the designated cell to calculate the
capacity, has sequence type Q0 and only one sub-channel,
which consists of nsubc sub-carriers, is allocated to each user.
subch
subch
We deﬁne Nedge
and Ncenter
as the number of total subchannels for cell-edge and cell-center users, respectively,
and Nseg as the number of sub-carriers in a segment. Since
sub-channels are allocated sequentially from the ﬁrst subchannel set, sub-channels located in the ﬁrst sub-channel
set are interfered more than those in the second or the third
Q0
sub-channel sets. Therefore, pa,u,k,b
in F0 is higher than that
Q0
in F1 , and pa,u,k,b in F1 is higher than that in F2 . Similarly,
Q2
1
pQ
a,u,k,b in F1 is higher than that in F2 and F0 , and pa,u,k,b in
F2 is higher than that in F0 and F1 .
Since the trafﬁc load of each cell is a discrete uniform
random variable and only one sub-channel is allocated to
each user, the number active cell-edge and cell-center users
subch
subch
can be from 0 to Nedge
and from 0 to Ncenter
, respectively. So
subch
+ 1 possible cases for the trafﬁc load
there are total Nedge
subch
+ 1 possible cases for the
of cell-edge region and Ncenter
trafﬁc load of cell-center region. When the kth sub-carrier
i
is in segment Sy,0 , 0 ≤ y ≤ M−1, pQ
a,u,k,b is computed as


NQ 0 =

subch
Ncenter
,

τQ0 =

6,
4,
2,

y=0
y=1
y=2

(22)

2,
6,
4,

y=0
y=1
y=2

(23)

3,
1,
5,

y=0
y=1
y=2

(24)

1
For pQ
a,u,k,b ,


NQ1 =

subch
Nedge
,

τQ1 =

2
For pQ
a,u,k,b , NQ2 , and τQ2 are


NQ2 =

subch
Ncenter
,

τQ2 =

Finally, when the kth sub-carrier is in segment Sy,2 ,
i
pQ
a,u,k,b is

i
pQ
a,u,k,b

k−(3 · y + 2) · Nseg
τQi · NQi
−

6
nsubc
=
N +1

(25)

Q

i
pQ
a,u,k,b =

τQi ·NQi
3

k−3·y·N
− nsubc seg 

NQi + 1

0
For pa,u,k,b
, NQ0 , and τQ0 are

NQ 0 =

where NQi and τQi are determined by the sequence type of
the interfering BS b and the index of the sub-channel set
Q0
where the kth sub-carrier is located. For pa,u,k,b
, NQ0 and
τQ0 are


NQ 0 =

subch
Nedge
,

τQ0 =

3,
2,
1,



(17)

y=0
y=1
y=2

subch
Ncenter
,

τQ0 =


NQ1 =

subch
Ncenter
,

τQ1 =

(18)

subch
NQ1 = Ncenter
,

τQ1 =

y=0
y=1
y=2

NQ 2 =

subch
NQ2 = Ncenter
,

τQ2 =

y=0
y=1
y=2

1,
5,
3,

y=0
y=1
y=2

(27)

τQ2 =

4,
2,
6,

y=0
y=1
y=2

(28)

Then the instant CINR of user u in cell a for the kth sub k = ck is
carrier for C
c

2,
1,
3,

subch
Nedge
,

(19)

2
For pQ
a,u,k,b , NQ2 , and τQ2 are



(26)

2
For pQ
a,u,k,b , NQ2 , and τQ2 are


1,
3,
2,

y=0
y=1
y=2

1
For pQ
a,u,k,b ,

1
For pQ
a,u,k,b ,



5,
3,
1,

k
γa,u,k
= 10

(20)
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int
where Pa,u,k
(ck ) is the interference signal power of user u
in cell a for the kth sub-carrier from neighbor BSs for the
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interference indicator vector ck s, which is represented as
int
Pa,u,k
(ck )

= 10 log10 



ca,u,k,b · 10

+10Nnoise /10 

(30)

int
Pa,u,k,b

and Nnoise are the same as in Equations (8)
where
and (9).
We consider all possible interference scenarios to obtain
inst
the capacity of users. Let C̃a,u,k
denote the instant average
capacity achieved by user u in cell a for the kth sub-carrier,
ck
 k = ck ] (31)
BW · log2 (1 + γa,u,k
) · P[C

ck ∈UC

k

Then the average capacity achieved by user u in cell a for
the kth sub-carrier over the cell-area is given by
C̃a,u,k =

1
·
Acell
+

inst
C̃a,u,k
dA
Aedge

1
·
Acell

inst
C̃a,u,k
dA

(32)

Acenter

Finally, the achievable capacity of cell a is obtained by
Equations (11) and (12).

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate the
performance of the proposed SqFR and verify the analysis by simulations. We consider 19 cells (tier-1 and tier-2
cells) and the distance between BSs is 1 km. Users are uniformly distributed within each cell. Table I summarizes the
simulation parameters. We use the modiﬁed COST-WalﬁshIkegami (WI) urban micro for non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
outdoor path-loss model [15].
Ppl [dB] = 31.81 + 40.5 log10 (d[m])

(33)

where d is the distance between a BS and a user.
Table I. Simulation parameters.
Parameter
BS power
Radius of cells
Total frequency bandwidth in one cell
FFT size
Number of data sub-carriers in one cell
Down-link symbol rate
Thermal noise density (Nthermal )
Antenna gains (Atx , Arx )
Shadowing standard deviation ()

Analysis (PAF=1, M=3)
Simulation (PAF=1, M=3)
Analysis (PAF=2, M=3)
Simulation (PAF=2, M=3)
Analysis (PAF=3, M=3)
Simulation (PAF=3, M=3)

1.6



inst
C̃a,u,k
=

x 10

1.8

int
Pa,u,k,b
/10

int
b∈Ua,u



4

2

Value
20 W
577 m
10 MHz
1024
768
9.76 ksymbols/s
−174 dBm/Hz
0 dB
8 dB

Total Capacity (kbps)



1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.1
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0.5
0.6
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1

Fig. 4. Total capacity of a cell of the proposed SqFR with M of 3
under homogeneous trafﬁc condition.

Figure 4 shows the total capacity of a cell of the proposed
SqFR with M of 3 under homogeneous trafﬁc condition.
The bandwidth ratio between the cell-edge region and the
cell-center region is 1:2 in the proposed SqFR with M of
3. Then the areas for each region, i.e., Aedge and Acenter , are
determined in proportion to the bandwidth to fairly allocate
sub-carriers to users, i.e., Aedge : Acenter = 1:2. Two transition
points in the ﬁgure are due to the change of sub-channel sets
from F0 to F1 , and from F1 to F2 . Since the trafﬁc loads of
cells in the system are identical, there are no ICIs from
adjacent cells when the trafﬁc load of a cell is below 13 ,
and ICIs from 2-tier cells are negligible. When the trafﬁc
load increases over 13 , ICIs from adjacent three cells start
to appear. When the trafﬁc load increases beyond 23 , ICIs
from more cells begin to occur. So the slope of the capacity
decreases as the trafﬁc load of the cell increases. PAF plays
a crucial role in the capacity. The more PAF we have, the
less maximum total capacity we achieve. However, we can
see later that the capacity of cell-edge users can be increased
as PAF increases.
Figure 5 shows the total capacity of a cell of the proposed
SqFR with M of 3 under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition.
Under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition, all sub-channels
have the probabilities of interference with one another. So,
the transition points of the proposed SqFR may not be distinct. The maximum achievable capacity of a cell under
heterogeneous trafﬁc condition is greater than that under
homogeneous trafﬁc because the probability of interference
is lower. Simulation results and analysis results are well
matched for both homogeneous and heterogeneous trafﬁc
conditions.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SqFR in
a practical environment, we consider the Rayleigh fading
channel. The multipath fading effect of the channel gain
from a BS to a user is modeled as a second-order chi-square
random variable with the mean of 1.0 [16]. we also consider
the shadowing effect.
Ppl [dB] = 31.81 + 40.5 log10 (d[m]) + χσ

(34)
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Fig. 5. Total capacity of a cell of the proposed SqFR with M of 3
under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition.

Fig. 6. Total throughput of a cell under homogeneous trafﬁc
condition for the proposed SqFR with M of 3, UFR, and FFR.
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Table II. Modulation and coding scheme (MCS) table.
Code rate

−4.34
−2.80
−1.65
0.31
1.51
4.12
6.35
9.50
12.21
13.32
16.79
20.68

1/12
1/8
1/6
1/4
1/3
1/2
2/3
1/2
2/3
1/2
2/3
5/6
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Fig. 7. Total throughput of a cell under homogeneous trafﬁc condition for SqFR with M of 4, UFR, and FFR.

where χσ represents the outdoor shadowing (log-normal
fading), which is characterized by the Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and standard deviation σ. We use modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to calculate the throughput
of a user. The reported CINR determines the modulation
schemes and the code rate as shown in Table II [17]. We
consider universal frequency reuse (UFR) which has FRF
of 1 and the typical FFR with ρ = 0.5 to compare the performance of the proposed SqFR. The parameter ρ is the
ratio of the cell-center bandwidth to the whole frequency
bandwidth in FFR and can be chosen from 0 to 1.
In Figures 6 and 7, we evaluate the total throughput of a
cell for three schemes under homogeneous trafﬁc condition.
The legend ‘URF’ denotes the universal frequency reuse and
‘FFR’ indicates the fractional frequency reuse. The legend
‘SqFR’ denotes our proposed sequential frequency reuse
scheme. The proposed SqFR has better performance in low
and medium trafﬁc load. We observe critical points in the
proposed SqFR, where the slope changes suddenly due to
the additional interferences from other BSs by starting to
use new sub-channels. In Figure 6, we can see two critical
points of the proposed SqFR with M of 3, i.e., when the trafﬁc load is around 0.33 and 0.66. When PAF varies from 3
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm

to 1, the proposed SqFR with M of 3 improves the throughput performance about 26--36% and 16--26% compared to
that of UFR and FFR, respectively, when the trafﬁc load is
around 0.33. In Figure 7, we can see three critical points of
the proposed SqFR with M of 4, i.e., when the trafﬁc load
is around 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. When PAF varies from 3 to
1, the proposed SqFR with M of 4 improves the throughput performance about 32--42% and 21--30% compared to
that of UFR and FFR, respectively, when the trafﬁc load is
around 0.25. The proposed SqFR with M of 4 shows better performace in terms of the maximum achievable cell
throughput than that of the proposed SqFR with M of 3 as
PAF increases since the frequency bandwith for cell-center
users of the proposed SqFR with M of 4 is wider than that of
the proposed SqFR with M of 3. In FFR, the total throughput is saturated when the trafﬁc load is 0.66 because of the
limited frequency bandwidth for cell-edge users.
Although the maximum achievable throughput of the
proposed SqFR decreases a little as PAF increases, the
throughput of cell-edge users drastically increases as shown
in Figure 8. Thus, we observe a trade-off between the total
cell throughput and the throughput of cell-edge users for
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Fig. 8. Total throughput of cell-edge users under homogeneous
trafﬁc condition.
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Fig. 10. Total throughput of a cell under heterogeneous trafﬁc
condition for SqFR with M of 4, UFR, and FFR.
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Fig. 9. Total throughput of a cell under heterogeneous trafﬁc
condition for SqFR with M of 3, UFR, and FFR.

varying PAF. As PAF increases, SqFR outperforms UFR
and FFR. Moreover, the proposed SqFR with M of 4 performs better than the proposed SqFR with M of 3 since the
transmission power on the sub-carrier of the proposed SqFR
with M of 4 is higher than that of the proposed SqFR with
M of 3.
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the total cell throughput of
three schemes under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition. Under
heterogeneous trafﬁc condition, the proposed SqFR has less
performance gain than that under homogeneous trafﬁc condition since every sub-channel has the possibility of being
interfered. When the trafﬁc load is around 0.33, the total
throughput of a cell for the proposed SqFR with M of 3 in
Figure 9 improves 8--18% over UFR as PAF varies from 3
to 1. As PAF varies from 3 to 1, the proposed SqFR with M
of 4 in Figure 10 improves the throughput performance 11-18% over UFR. In addition, the proposed SqFR achieves the
maximum cell throughput much greater than FFR since FFR
has the limited frequency bandwidth. The total throughput
of cell-edge users under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition in
Figure 11 presents similar trend as in Figure 8. The pro-

0

0.05

0.1

0.15
0.2
Traffic Load

0.25

0.3

Fig. 11. Total throughput of cell-edge users under heterogeneous
trafﬁc condition.

posed SqFR signiﬁcantly improves the total throughput of
cell-edge users by increasing PAF.
Figure 12 shows the outage probabilities of three schemes
when CINRout is 0dB under homogeneous trafﬁc. The outage probability is deﬁned as
Poutage (CINRout ) = P[CINR < CINRout ]

(35)

where CINRout is a CINR threshold. Under homogeneous
trafﬁc, UFR and FFR has constant outage performance since
ICIs from neighbor BSs are constant throughout the trafﬁc
load. The outage probability of SqFR, on the other hand,
increases as the trafﬁc load increases because of the sequential sub-channel allocation. At each transitional point, users
experience additional ICIs from neighbor BSs. The ﬁgure
demonstrates that our SqFR outperforms over UFR for all
trafﬁc load and over FFR in low and medium trafﬁc load. As
PAF increases, the outage performance of SqFR improves
much better.
The outage probabilities of three schemes under heterogeneous trafﬁc is shown in Figure 13. Unlike Figure 12,
the outage performances of UFR and FFR improves as
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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of cell-edge users and the outage performance under both
homogeneous and heterogeneous trafﬁc conditions of the
system.
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the trafﬁc load increases since the sub-channels have less
probability of being interfered under heterogeneous trafﬁc condition. The outage performance of SqFR, however,
slightly decreases as the trafﬁc load increases since the subchannels in the second and the third sub-channel sets have
higher probabilities of interference than those in the ﬁrst
sub-channel set. As PAF increases, the outage performance
of SqFR becomes close to that of FFR.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efﬁcient frequency reuse
scheme, SqFR, for OFDMA systems. Giving more power to
the sub-carriers allocated to cell-edge users, SqFR supports
various quality-of-service requirements of cell-edge users.
Moreover, by the cell-speciﬁc sequential sub-channel allocation, the proposed SqFR effectively reduces ICIs from
adjacent cells. We have evaluated the performance of SqFR
by analysis and simulations. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed SqFR improves the throughput
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm
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